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ORIGINAL MUSIC

Trader’s name: David Ernest McCarthy

Business type: Individual, sole proprietor, trading under own name.

Telephone number: 00 353 86 406 1111

Email: ‘music [ at ] mipublishing [ dot ] ie’

Address: Unit3 Workspace Centre, Mayoralty Street Drogheda

Republic of Ireland.

Privacy policy: There is no tracking of normal website visitors to

this website. No cookies or other technologies such

as e-tags are issued for such purposes. The servers

may collect data from visitors such as IP address,

device information, etc., this data is part of the

functionality of a server and not used for tracking

or marketing purposes. Relevant data protection acts

and regulations including GDPR are complied with. The

technical details of same shall be provided to the

customer before purchase. Customers and potential

customers’ data shall not be used for direct marketing

purposes without prior consent, nor shared with third

parties save for what is required by law. If any party

sends any communication, written, verbal, or otherwise,

via any method, this data may be stored until such time

as is no longer required for any purpose relevant to

business, or, the maximum time allowed by law, whichever

the lesser. Any parties that send data are entitled to

access whatever data are held on them, or to correct it

to update accuracy and truthfulness, or to request its

deletion, subject to security and verification checks

on the identity of the party making the request. Access

requests to data are subject to the maximum specified

fee (e.g. €6.35). This fee is charged to cover labour

costs in extracting and preparing data for delivery.

Data requested, if it is present, shall be delivered by

digital download at the time of payment. Sections of

legislation pertaining to refunds (because of data not

present) would in this case not be relevant, as it is

an instant transaction: data for payment. Granting of

such access requests is limited to only what is required

by Irish law. All data is stored and treated securely,

including in transit, employing security best practices

such as encryption. This privacy policy may change from



time to time so please check back to the website to read

a copy of the updated privacy policy. If you have any

concerns about this privacy policy or any concerns in

general, please contact the trader whose details are

printed above.

Complaints policy: The trader is a reasonable person and shall be eager to

resolve any dispute fairly. Please contact the trader

first by email ‘music [ at ] mipublishing [ dot ] ie’ and

if in the very unlikely event that you need to complain

via postal mail after first talking about it reasonably

comprehensively by email or over the phone the address

to post is: Unit3 Workspace Centre, Mayoralty Street

Drogheda Republic of Ireland.

Aftersales service: Purchases are designed, as much as possible, to be

instantaneous self-contained transactional events. Any

reasonable simple aftersales service will be gratis but

given at the sole discretion and ability of the trader.

Contract formation: Notwithstanding express agreement to conclude contract

from the customer in writing for example via email; after

contacting trader, customer will be emailed a link to

make requested purchase, and as part of clicking a ‘place

order’ button, or similar, customer shall be required to

indicate agreement to be bound by terms and conditions by

clicking a tick-box. The full terms and conditions shall

be accessible to customer before making the purchase, and

shall be archived verbatim by the trader. The customer

shall double check the amount to be charged to their

payment method from the total price displayed on order

summary screen or equivalent, immediately before payment.

Corrections to orders are possible, prior to payment, and

intuitive for customer to execute.

VAT number: N/a, under thresholds (upon requirement to register, VAT

number shall be displayed on this page and/or sent to

customer).


